
 

LYNN BELL
Two-Part  
Lecture/workshop Event
Lecture:  10 a.m – 12 noon
Get your Saturn Off my Sun!
Workshop: 1 p.m. – 5 p.m. 
Saturn in Relationships and More

Sunday, October 23, 2016 
The Reserves at the Galleria Clubhouse

501 Gibson Drive, Roseville, CA 
Email for gate code: info@ncgrsacramento.org

Lunch Options & Bundle Discounts available! 
Pre-register online at www.ncgrsacrmento.org

 
Lecture Only 

$15 NCGR members, $25 non-members  
(if pre-registered by October 16)

 Price at the door: $20 NCGR members, $30 non-members
 

Workshop Only 
$50 NCGR members, $60 non-members  

(if pre-registered by October 16)
Price at the door: $55 NCGR members, $65 non-members 

Get your Saturn Off my Sun!  
Why is it that we so often attract partners who have traditionally difficult astrological contacts with our personal planets? 
After the fun and romance, after the classical attraction of Venus and Sun and Ascendant, after the cosiness of the Moon, the 
real work of relationship begins. We will explore the unconscious contract in relationship, the less obvious patterns that are 
often under the surface. Our experience of planets in synastry changes over time, especially with Saturn. Neptune softens 
and charms, giving the sense of something enchanting just out of reach. Pluto and Mars are necessary for passion, but can 
lead to conflict and power struggles, to a semi-permanent state of war. Each planet, no matter how troublesome, has some-
thing to offer. And each person we meet, especially those we love, will wake something in our own chart, will call to us in a 
particular way. We may feel empowered or chastened, inspired or crushed, dazzled or disappointed. If we are willing to stay 
with it, to claim the energy woken up inside, the most difficult contacts may being the greatest rewards. How do we work 
with planets in synastry over time? How do we find the hidden treasure in relationship? The Morning Lecture will be an 
introduction. The Afternoon Workshop will get into more depth, looking specifically at how Saturn functions in relationship 
over time, why it so present in synastry. Plus other difficult synastry combinations and why we attract them.

Lynn Bell: Lynn Bell is a Paris-based astrologer whose work spans multiple cultures as a speaker, teacher, author and consultant in astrol-
ogy.  Initially self-taught, she quickly built a private practice with an international clientele.  After many years of teaching and lecturing 
throughout France, she was invited to join the Centre for Psychological Astrology in London in 1995. As a master consulting astrologer 
with a multi-layered approach, Lynn’s work combines psychological and spiritual perspectives. She lectures and teaches seminars around 
the world, from Western Europe to far-off lands like Bali, Mexico, Australia and South Africa as well as the US, and most recently in 
China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. In the UK she teaches for The Faculty of Astrological Studies Summer school in Oxford, and the LSA, as 
well as the CPA, and she continues to consult from her home in Paris. Outside the world of astrology, she has often collaborated with Caro-
line Myss, and her CMED Institute. She has been part of the faculty of the New Chartres School, held every year, for the past seven years in 
Chartres, France by Wisdom University.

 Join us for our October Special Event!
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